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Salvation army team distributing YOLE ice cream to residents 

Muslim residents celebrate Hari Raya Haji 
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2. YOLE: CSR Event Ice Cream Donation for Residents 
 

1. Hari Raya Haji Celebration 

2. YOLE Ice Cream donations 

3. National Day cricket league 

 

 

Sungei Tengah Lodge celebrates Hari Raya Haji with all our Muslim colleagues, 

business associates, friends and residents. 

Hari Raya Haji or Eid al-Adha in Singapore is a celebration that commemorates 

Prophet Ibrahim’s faith in God. It is also known as the Festival of Sacrifice and 

falls on 70 days after the holy month of Ramandan on the 10th day of the Islamic 

month of Dul Hijja. The festival marks the end of the annual holy pilgrimage to 

Mecca and demonstrates each practicing Muslim’s submission to Allah. 

In mosques, prayers are said and sermons read out, then there are sacrifices of 

cows, goats and sheep by those who are financially able to do so. The meat from 

the animals is packaged and delivered to the poorer Muslim families, the practice 

of which helps the devotees remember those who are less fortunate. 

 

 

 

  

 

YOLE has worked with The Salvation Army to donate  

ice cream to STL residents. The donation came in 2 big 

refrigerated 40’0’ containers. The logistic requirement 

include forklift and pallet mover to unload the pallet of 

ice cream from the container, and manpower to 

distribute it to the 5 clusters and finally to give it to the 

residents. 

This distribution to the residents was done on Saturday 

23 July and Sunday 24 July 2022. The Salvation Army 

had about twenty volunteers to help with the 

distribution and our vendors ST Food court and Phan 

Nee help with the unloading and temporary storage of 

the ice cream in their cold room and freezers. STL 

mobilises about 20 staff for the entire logistic 

requirement. 

The residents were very happy with the ice cream. 

Some returned for more.  
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Singtel sponsors National Day Cricket Challenge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. National Day Cricket League 
 

 
 

The Singtel Challenge Trophy for this coming National Day event kicks off the 

cricket league challenge on 31 July 2022, 8.00am.  

The Singtel offers a total $1,000 cash value for the Champion and the two 

runner-up teams. 

The winning teams will be recommended to be part of the “Table!-Zee Cup” 

where passionate cricketers come together in a never-before-seen way to play 

in a thrill-a-ball tournament. Migrant workers, Singapore national team players, 

Under-19 talents and corporate professionals, not against one another but as 

part of a team. 

These tournaments are fun but at the same time competitive. It Is aimed at 

getting out of the Covid shell and letting oneself go. The players have an 

opportunity to entertain the crowd with their heroics in big hitting, bowling and 

stupendous catches. The visual and physical treat can enrich the body, mind and 

soul. 

 

 

 


